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                       g 1. Introduction.

    In the previous paper we ha"6 described the circular spar]<, a new type

ofphenomenon in the sparl< discharge, Yet.there ha,ve been many untouched

problems concerning it, such as the pressure eflk)ct, the relation between the

circular spark and the matter of dielectrics, the eflfbct of the frequency of

the electric current, and so on. They are now investigated and some

interestingresultsareobtainedasfo11owing. ,

          g 2. Circular Spark by Reduced Pressure.

    The apparatus of the experiments carried out at present is the same

as that which was described in the preceding paper, to which is now added

some requisites for reducing air as shown in Fig. i.
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    The main part of the apparatus consists of a circular gylindrical vessel

of glass having both diameter and height of about 2s cm. The bottom of

it is soldered to a thicl< brass plate by means of sealing wax.

    Twe serles of experiments are made when using the transformer des-

cribed in the previous paper and an induction coil with mercury interrupter

keeping its frequency of interruption about 4o per seconcl.

    As dielectrics between the ele6trodes, a glass plate of o.i7o cm. thicl<-

ness gotten from an IIford photographic plate by washing off its gelatin

film is used in one case and a common window glass ofo.i7s cm, thicl<ness

in the other.

    The results are given in Tabies i and 2, and also shown in Figs. 2,
                           ca-
3 and 4.

                             TABLE I.

No.
Airpressure.111Clll. SlillCln.

corr.top.d.
Diameter
ofcircle Remarlcs

I 7o,6 2.40 3･4cm.
2 64,7 2.SI 3･7

3 S8.2 2.53 4･I Decreasing

4 55･o 2.65 4･S pressure

5 47,8 2.0S S,o

6 39･o 2.5o 6.5

7 38･4 2.IO 6.2

8 29`4 2.35 8.o

9 27,8 2.40 8,5

IO 34.2 2,30 7.2

II 4I･9 2,46 6.o Increasing

I2 59.5 2,4I 4･o pressure

I3 66.3 2.5o 3.6

I4 75･5 2,35 3･2

Thickness

Using the

of glass: o.I7o cm.

transformer. Cycle

 Temperature of
of p,c,: 6o,

1-OOM :230 C.
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TABLE 2.

70 80

s

No.

2!

22

23

24

2S

26

27

28

Air pressure
  ,  lll CM.

76.2

63･4

55.o '

5o.I

43,6

36･4

130.o

24.8

 Sl ill CM.
corr. to p.d.

2.35

2.40

2.50

2.8o

2,8o

2.8o

2.s8

2.3S

Diameter of
circular sparl<

3･SO cm.

4･3

4.8

5.6

6.o

7.o

8.o

9･o

Ordinary window glass. Th!ckness:

                 Temperature:
Uslngtheinductioncoil. Cycle:

o.I75 cm.

230 C.

4o.
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    We see from these Tables 'and Figures that the diameter of the circle

increases re.crularly as the pressure of the air decreases almost in a similar

manner for both cdses.

    From the figures, we obtain the fbllowing experimental fbrmula,

                             Dp==k,

where fe is the constant due to the thickness of the dielectric plate and its

matter,

    In the present experiment, k==24o forthe fortner case, and k--26o for

the latter. The continuous curves in the above Figures are drawn after

.

o

'AirPressureincm.
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this formula. The result of the experiment coincides with this simple

formula very well in the former case, but there are some deviations in the

latter, especialiy in lower pressures.

    The difference of the diameter of the circle for both cases is somewfiat

larger than expected from the thicknesses of the giass plates. It is due

rather to the matter of each giass than to the primary current or to its

gaetqerU.eiiCY' TheSe CirCumstances are also investigatecl and will be described

    We remarl< here also about the formation of the circular spark. The

formation of the fine circle in a closed vessel seerns to be much disturbed

by ionizecl gases which have been produced during the discharge. Hence

after regulating the primary current and the series spark gap in the secon-

dary circuit, it is better once to renew the air in the vessel and reduce its

pressure again to the former value.

    We remark further that it seems to be practically impossible to produce

the complete circle in reduced pressures and vLTe must be satisfied with the

circularly refracted portion of the radiated spark. (Fig, 4).

      9 3. Disckange Figexre at Moye Redncedi Presstgre.

    At an air pressure of a few cm. with a certain proper distance of the

series sparl< gap, there appears such a beautifu1 figure all over the glass

surface that some Iuminous and dark canals radiate regularly from the

centre. The canals have a brilliant colour commonly seen in the discharge

at 10TWhiP.srefiSSgUurree' can be made constant in its structure by adju' sting the

series spark gap, but for distances of the gap other than a certain vaiue,

the figure becomes quite unstable and even vanishes.

    It is also necessary that the current be alternative; if not, say rectified

by kenetron, no such figure appears.

    The appearance of this figure ls something lil<e the negative Llchtenberg

figure on a photographic plate, but the scale of the figure is much larger

as shown in Fig. 5.
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    The number of darl< canals depends on the thickness of the dielectric

plate, the thicl<er the plate, the less the number of canals.

    The frequency and the wave fbrm of the current seems to have little

eflElect on the form of the figure.

                                                                tt
    The potential diflference between the electrodes is much smaller than

in the case of ordinary atmospheric pressure, for the most part ofthe

current flows over the surface of dielectrics and the small part fiows

              '
    Thus we see some coincident relations between this figure and the

circular spark.

    No.,I in Fig. 5 is a result gotten with an ordinary glass plate of

i.2o cm, thicl<ness, when the transformer is used, and No. 2, that with

the same plate when the lnduction coil is used. We see that both are very

like in their appearance except that the latter shows itself very slightly

less steady than the former.

                             TABLE 3･

ro.
Airpressureny111Clll. S2Series

sparkgap
Si111esparlc
gap(p.cl.)

Frequencyof.prlmarycurrent

Remark

3･7

4･2

O.032CM.
o.o62

O.3Clll.

0,2

6o

28

Transformer

Inductioncoil

                    Thiclcness of glass plate: I.2o cm,

                            Temperature: 230C.

 g 4. The Effect of the Frequellcy of the Prircrxary Current.

    To investigate the effect, we have made experiments by using the

transfbrmer with the primary cufrent of 6o cycles and the induction coil

with mercury interrupter. The frequency of interruption of the latter can

be varied at will by regulating the speed of the motor.

  '" Two series of measurements are made with diflt]rent I<inds of glass piate.

                                                              e.

                                                            s.
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     TABLE 4･

II9

No.

I

2

3

4

5

Si Parallel
spark gap

2.3 cM.

2.5

2.s8

2.38

2.3

 Frequency of
pnmary current

6o

4o

20

2I

IO.S

Diameter ef
  circle

3･2 cm.

3･2

3.2S

3･3

3･3

Remarlc

Transformer
Induction coil

    7t
    t7
    }1

Glass gotten from `cIlford'' plate. Thickness:

   TABLE S.

o.I7o cm.

No.

r

2

3

4

5

6

Sl

2.9o cm.

2.6o

2.53

3-Io

2.30

2.30

 Frequency of
prlmary current

I9.7

39･3

23,7

ILS
6o

6o

Diameter of
  circle

3･75 cm.

3.6o

3.75

3.64

3,70

3･7I

Remark

Induction coil

    lt
    :e
    lt
Transformer

    le

                Ordinary window glass. [I'hickness: o,i73 cm.

    Photographs of figure 3 in the latter are shown in Fig. 6.

    The above results show that the diarneter of the circle is independent

of the frequency of the primary current and not ef{ected by different sources

of current which wili cause diflbrent wave fbrms of current in the secondary

circuit.

    The distance ofthe paraiiel spark gap which corresponds to the potential

difference between the electrodes seems to become slightly larger when the

frequency is small. '
      g 5. Effect ofi the Series Spark Gap in Producing

                      the Circuiar Spark.

    The series spark gap in the discharge circuit plays, as we have alreacly

briefly set forth,- an important service for mal<ing the sparl< circuiar and

there exists on!y one width of the gap to satisfy the condition for a given

dielectric plate.
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               '
    To show the circumstance more precisely we have tal<en

photographs with the same dielectric plate at various widths of

question. The results are given in the fbllowing Table and in

                       ' TABLE6. '
                                            '

     .a serles

the gap

Fig･ 7･

of

in

No.

I

2

3

4

s

6

7

8

 Distance of
senes gap ln cm.

 o,ooo
 o,o: o

 O.200

 o.35o

 o.Soo

 o,7oo

 O.9oo
>I.oeo

/11e sparlc gap

  lll Cln.
(Corr. to p.d.)

2.IO

2.90

2.65

2..o,5

2.40

2,38

2,20

Remarks

No spai'1<, faint blow at the end of the needle.

No spark, very strong blow from all parts of
 the needle.

Spark sometimes appears, strong blow at the
 encl of the needle.

Radial sparks refracting at random, weak blow
 at the encl of the needle.

Radial and circular sparks but very unstable,
 faint blow at the end of the negdle.

Stable and the finest circle.

Unstable and incomplete circles.

Radial sparl<s only.

                                                    '
         Winclow glass used with reduced pressures. Thickness: o,I7S cm.

                                                                   '
    It is most convenient that the diameter of the circular spark in each

stage of the series gap seems to be apparently, the same. In the present

case the diameter of the circle is 3.s cm. as seen in Fig. 7.

    The circumstances described above are almost the same in the case of

a reduced pressure.

    The proper distance of the series spark gap increases commonly when

the thicl<er dielectric plate is used, but this relation does not hold so exactly

as to be represented by a smooth curve. In the sphere ofourexperiments

the proper distance of the sparl< lies between a very short distance other

than zero and one or two centimeters.

              S 6. Experiment with Seaging Wax.

    In order to investigate the phenomena with diflbrent substances other

than glass or mica with which we have already made some experiments,

the author took sealing wax next; fbr this material has most ofthe neces-

sarypropeftiesfortheexperimentas ' .
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                   '
         i. to be an insulator or very bad conductor,

        2, hard,

        3. having a smooth surface,

        4. having unifortn thicl<ness and sufllicient area,

    Plates of sealing wax of various thicl<ness were obtained by stretching

the melted wax (of a temperature just higher than its melting point) with

a brass stick and a brass plate. The plate of sealing wax thinner than

o.oS cm. is very difficult to prepare, and besides such a thin one is very

fragile when the spark discharge occurs on it.

    In the experiment the induction coil previously mentioned is usecl for

the fo11owing reason:-

    The plate of sealing wax is easily brol<en or likely to be influenced

by the sparl< when the transformer is used, but the plate is not broken

when the induction coil is used. It must be due to the difllerence of elec-

tric current through the clielectric plate in each case, notwithstanding that

the potential difTerences on both sides are of the same amount.

    The approximate relative amount of the current has been measured by

observing with a rotating mirror or through a photographic shutter the

fluorescent spots on the screen of Braun's cathode ray tube which has been

connected parallel to the series sparl< gap. It is observed that there are

more than fifteen spots in a cycle of the tube when the transformer is used,

but only two or three fbr the incluctlon coil. This must show that the

frequencies of sparl<s, that is the electric currents here, are proportional to

                             IS × 6o =goo,

for one case, and

                            2.s × 6o = Iso,

for the other.

    The result of the measurement thus carried out is given in the fo11ow-

ing Tables 7 and 8, and also shown in Figs. 8, g, !o.
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TABLE 7･ .

No.
Thickness
ofxvax
plate

SlParailel

spaykgap

Pot.diff.

between
electrodes

Frequency
ofprimary

CUI'l'ellt

S2Series

Diameter
ofcircle

I o.o46cm. I.5cm. I7K.V. 4o 2.4CM.
2 ,o53 I.S 17 4o 2.5
3 .o5S I.5 I7 4o 2.2
4 .o59 I.47 I6.7 42,6 ･3S4cm. 2.g8
s .o62 I.S I7 4o z5
6 .o96 I.g6 22,O 42.6 ･392 3･4o
7 .IOS 2.o5 23.I ): ･424 3･3o
8 .II5 2.I 23,5 4o- 3･6s
9 ,I38 2.20 2S.O 42.0 .504 3-79

IO .I40' 2.46 27-3 42.6 ･436 3.78
II .I83 2.g8 ･32･5 42,o .644 4.I2
I2 .I85 2.8o 3I,O tt

.648 4.I8
I2t

t)
2.77 30･7 ')t .68o 3･9S

I3 .2I3 3t3 35,5 4I.O .7oo 4･27
I4 .26o 4.36 44･2 42.o ,864 4･77
-I4t

t: 1: )f f}
.8so 4.68

I5 -26o 4.6 46.o 4!.8 .8I2 4.6
I6 ,46o 6.6 59.o 4o S.2S
!7 ･490 7･4 63' t7

r.So 5.5
I8 .72o 8.6 69

It
I.8 6.2

7cm.

6

5

4

3

2i

l,

Ternperatui'e: 230C.
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     The diameter of'the circle varies parabolically with the thickness ofthe

  wax plate just lil<e the case with mica and glass, but the diameter of the

 circle with the former is fairly greater than that with the latter for the sarne

 thicl<ness. ･ ･
      The relation' between the diameter of the circle and the potential

  diflZ]rence on both sides of the dielectrics is approximately parabolic, but

  there are some deviations in the cases of the thicl<er plates.

       '

                                                         '
   9 7. Circtftfiar Spark with 'Various Swhstance afid Relations

        betweeut the Circge awad Otker Physical Constants.

      The author has made, besides the above, a few researches on the

  circular spark with p]ates of different substances, namely glass, mica, sealing

  wax, ebonite, shellac, rub,ber, porcelain, wood, bakelite and others,

o /
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    The beautifu1 circular sparl< such as obtained with glass or mica can

not be obtained with the other substances, but their diameters are mores or

less accurately measured.

    For convenience of comparison of the size of the circles, they may be

classified'into three as fo11ows:

        A: smaller than that obtained with rnica and glass,

        B: greater than that obtained with mica and glass, but smaller

            than that with sealing wax,

        C: greater than that obtained with sealing wax.

    The results are summed up in Table 8 and in Fig. n, and some of

them are shown also in Fig. i2.

                            TABI.E 8.

Dielectrics
Thiclcnessof

dielectric

plate

sl
Diameter
ofcircular

spark

Greatness
ofcircle

Dielectric

constant
Remark

Glass

(i)
o,28Scm.
･3S

2.g7cm.
4.6

3･75cm.
4･I5

-ny 7.o T.

LC.

Shellac

(2)
.223 2.6 3･9 B s LC.

Ebonite

.(3)
･33o

･39o

5.o

5.6

S.7

6.2

cC 2.5g I.C,

Bakelite

(4)
･31S 4･9 4,6s B, LC,

Porcelain

(s)
.6o

.65

6.o

6.3

6.I

6.4

CC 4･4 T,

Rubber

(6)
,28

･45

3.2

5.o

4.2

5,5

BC 2.73 I.C.

Celluloid

(7)
2,2 3.2 B 6.7 I.C,

  T.: Using the
I. C.: Using the

transfor!ner, (6o cycles),

induction coil, (4o cycles).
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      The sixth column in the above
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table is given here again from Landort-

Tabellen ".

e5 /3o 5 /
//6 fo3 o/ !･-

o /T･o"-"

ig .

tH -

o / /･'

x.+- o4 f/g //6o
Le/

tt

o,
8 / e2.e 1.glass. 4. bakelite. 7.celluloid.
.NQ /' 2.'shellac. 5. porcelain.

7/ 3. ebonite.6･ rubber.

/
-- -Curv? for sealingwax.I

E

// -+-t
--,Curve forglass &miba.

L･

Thicknessof .Di,electrics.

'

  O .1 .2 .3･･4 .5 .6 .7 .8cm.
                             Fig. ii.

    From the above results we can say approximately that the diameter

of the circular spark fbrmed with the varlous substances is larger when the

dielectric constant of the substance is large. The parallel relation is also ･

seen between the circular sparl< and the electric resistance (inverse to the

specificconductivity)ofthedielectricplate. . ･
    In order to determine if the above relations (among the diameter of

the circle, the dielectric constant and the electric conductivity of the sub-

stance) explain the difference of the size of circular sparl<s on different

plates such as shown in S2 and g4, we have made some measurements

                                                '                                                                ttwith fbur piates of difil]rent glass.

'
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  ･ 'Instead of m'easuring the'dielectric constants"of'these plates, the refiac-

 tive indices are measured simply by means bf a sliding:rbicroscope.'

, The exact determination of the electric conductivity under various

 conditions is by no means simple. At present the relative values of specific

･resistances have been measurecl by a certain preliminary method in orcler

 to l<now the mere diflfZ)rence in the physical properties among the plates.

                               TABLE 9･

No.of
glass
plate

Thickness
ofplate

Diameter
otcircle

Dia.ofcircle
reduceclto.icm.

inthickness

Refractive
index

Relative
elect..reslstance

'

I o.I7ocnl. 3,I2cm. 2.65crri. I,54- o.735

2 .I73 3･7o 3.o2 I,52 ･9I9

3 ,I85 3･4S 2.83 I.54 .784

.I42 3･5o 3･I5 I.46 .902
d

    The fourth column in the table represents the value of the diameter of the

                                                'circle which eorresponds to the thickness ofo.i cm. for each plate assuming

      '
                  (D - I.I)2 =a × 4"

where D: diameter of the' circle,

                            '
                  l: thickness ofthe dielectric plate,

                  a: parameter due to the plate.

    We have find no stril<ing difference of refractive indices among them

except the last one, but some dillfbren.ce' of electric resistance which proves

positively the above mentioned relation between the size of the circular

sparl< ancl the sPecific resistance of the plate.

    Fig. i3 is the photograph carefu11y taken for each. glass'plate under

examihati6n.

    In conclusion, the present writer wishes tp expresS his.best-thanl<s to

his firiend Prof Y. IKEDA for the continual encouragemeiit given to carry

out this Work. His thanl<s are also due td Mr., K, YosHiTAKE who helpecl

himduringth'ewholeexperiment. i.',',:.,''
        ･ / . .,L･'･The,PhYsiCalInstitUteof.the,Engineering
                         . ･'Faculty, Hol<1<aido Imperial University.

I) See page II2,



Fig. 4. Circular spark in Iower pressures with glass plate.
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Fig. s. Discharge figure at more reduced pressure.
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Fig. 6. Eflfect of the frequency of the primary current on the circular sparlt'.
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Fig. 7･ Spark figure at diflkrrent widths of the series spark gap.
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Fig. i2. Circular spark on plates of various substances.
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Fig. i3. Circular sparl< on different glass plates.
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